
26 'NOT A LOVE STORY'
SUSAN BARROWCLOUGH EXAMINES

THE FILM AND ITS ASSUMPTIONS.

I. A Motion Picture About Pornography

THE CONTROVERSY about Not A Love Story-A Motion Picture
About Pornography and itsproblems with the Canadian censors arrived in
Britain a year before the film itself. This documentary, produced by the
National Film Board of Canada and distributed in the UK by Contempo-
rary Films, had its commercial opening in London in June of this year.
Whatever it achieves in the campaign against pornography, it has cer-
tainly provoked debate as a film.

Not A Love Story takes the form of a guided tour through the sex
emporia of New York's 42nd Street peep shows, live sex acts, videotape
booths, cinemas and the photographic studies of Hustler magazine. This
footage is intercut by interviews with those involved in the industry
(publishers, performers, photographers, salesmen) and with some of the
groups and individuals who have written and lobbied against it (Women
Against Violence in Film and Media, Men Against Violence, Robin
Morgan, Kate Millet, Susan Griffin). Fact confirms opinion via a liberal
scattering of statistical evidence representing the trade as an eight billion
dollar business now larger, we are told, than the music and conventional
film industries combined. Our on-camera guides are the film-maker,
Bonnie Klein, and a stripper, Linda Lee Tracey, whose comic Little Red
Riding Hood act is shown at the beginning of the film.

Not A Love Story was produced by Studio D of the Canadian National
Film Board's English language production branch. Founded in 1974,
Studio D has provided a forum for women film-makers to bring their
prespectives to social issues and concerns. These films have opened up
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Wednesday, August 25,1982 2J

FIRST 10 DAYS

2>. in?
Opened Aug. 13, Orson Welles Cinema, Boston

And now after a highly successful 10 week engagement in New York
Opens September 17, San Francisco — Surf Theatre
Opens September 24, Washington, D.C. — Janus Theatre

NOT A LOVE STORY
a motion picture about

PORNOGRAPHY *Produced by Ihe National Film Board ol Canada o-«»

Gross earnings: the Boston success of Not A Love Story advertised in Variety.
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Joy Tataryn, The
Manitoba!!,
November 2,
1981.

2- Jay Scott, Globe
and Mail,
September 7,
1981.

3- Peter Benesh,
Ottawa Citizen,
January 28, 1982. -

new subject matter for the NFB, while remaining within the constraints
of realist narrative documentary. Bonnie Klein is based in this studio
and has made a number of films including Patricia's Moving Picture
about the mother of a large family who tries to re-enter the job market.
But in some respects Not A Love Story breaks with the time-honoured
NFB documentary style. The participation of the film-maker in the film
itself inscribes, rather than effaces, the authorial voice. The undisguised
point of view and personalised storyline present a polemic akin to
investigative journalism rather than the.'balanced' account one has come
to expect from the NFB's housestyle and history. Yet, at the same time,
the film is faithful to the Board's 40 year old traditions: realist narrative,
cinema ve'rite, an underlying moral didactism, claim and counter-claim
all sewn up and closed with a reassuring voice-over.

Here the film-makers' decision to shoot most of the pornographic
material in New York and not in their own backyard, where much of the
same exists, is an interesting one. Why did they ignore the luxuriant
pornographic culture of Toronto's Yonge Street, or Montreal's Saint
Catherine Street, and instead go for wickedness south of the border? One
wonders whether the NFB's federal government status and its charter,
' . . . to initiate . . . the production . . . of films in the national interest...
to interpret Canada to Canadians and to other nations . . . ' , has anything
to do with this choice.

Not A Love Story's inclusion of pornographic material has blocked its
commercial exhibition in some Canadian cities. There the public contro-
versy over the film has continued unabated since its completion a year
ago. Two provincial Boards,, Ontario and Saskatchewan, refused to give
it a certificate. (Both are already notorious for rigid censorship. In
Ontario Last Tango in Paris and Tin Drum were shown in cut versions
and Pretty Baby has never shown commercially there.) The only public
screening of Not A Love Story in Toronto was in fact its premiere at the
1981 Toronto Film Festival. Unadvertised, private, invitation-only
screenings are permitted in Ontario, provided they are conducted, in the
words of the censors, 'in an atmosphere of concern'.

The Canadian press reaction to the film was split between male and
female critics. The latter mostly defended it as 'an overwhelming state-
ment . . . compassionate, sincere'1, while the former either attacked it as
'bourgeois feminist fascism'2, or indulged in male testimonials of guilt
and shame: 'I have never been as profoundly moved and frighteningly
disturbed about myself and about all men. . . uncertain about my
assumptions, my own personal morality'5. The saturation press coverage
on the film helps to explain the enormous audiences it has secured
wherever it has been shown. It is certainly one of the NFB's biggest ever
successes. In Montreal, for example, its English language run has con-
tinued for eight months (at the time of writing) with over 100,000
admissions. In the United States it is only the second ever NFB feature-
length documentary to find commercial distribution: it opened in New
York in June. The British Board of Film Censors gave it an X certificate,
after cutting a shot of a woman who appeared to be under-age and whose
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inclusion could have contravened the Child Protection Act. The film ran
commercially in London's Paris Pullman, an art cinema, for six weeks
with once weekly women-only screenings (an unusual and technically
difficult departure for a commercial cinema). It has also been shown to
educational and womens' groups, and subsequently by other cinemas.

The viewpoint of Not A Love Story is unambiguous: the depiction of
women in pornography and its increasing use of violence are degrading
to all women and both reflect and create hatred and violence to all
women. Painful though it may be, the film argues, if we are to know
what to do about pornography we need to know what it is - knowledge is
power. The film-makers have therefore taken the key decision to include
some of the pornographic images they condemn, unlike much of the
critical literature on the subject which has often omitted either images or
descriptions of them, assuming a knowledge that is often absent. As suit-
able stills are unavailable, below are my descriptions of some images
used in the film:

29

Image: A nude woman lies horizontally, cross-wise to the camera. Her
mouth is gagged with two golf balls tied by a leather strip. Her wrists are tied
above her with chains and a leather band is attached around her torso. A
partially nude man moves over her struggling body. He plucks out some of
her pubic hairs, bites her breasts and roughly kisses her mouth.

Image: The nude torso of a woman is being fed into a metal meat grinder.
Only her legs and rump remain; under the grinder lies a plate of ground red
meat.

Image: In a small cubicle a woman dressed in a body stocking sits holding a
telephone in her right hand. A male customer in a cubicle facing hers, puts 25
cents into a slot and a metal shutter rises. The woman looks at the man, talks
to him on the telephone, takes her clothing off and opens her legs. She touches
herself and asks the man what he would like to do to her. After approxi-
mately sixty seconds the metal shutter slowly lowers, obscuring the woman.
He puts another coin in the slot and the shutter rises once more.

These images were taken from a videotape, the cover of Hustler
magazine and a live peepshow. Not A Love Story compounds all such
images into one pornography. Yet it could be argued that we are in fact
shown a number of separate pornographies. The videotape extract shows
a particular sexual activity acted out for the camera; it belongs to a sub-
genre of pornographic film that concentrates on sado-masochism. The
magazine cover does not even depict a sexual activity, but rather refers to
a male4 desire to eliminate 'the female head', so to speak, and just be left
with the sex. It speaks more about men than it does about women and
could be interpreted as a self-critical parody playing on men's fear of
thinking women, rather than what they'd actually like to do with worrten.
The peepshow example involves another activity, in which the customer
sees, is seen by and talks with a live woman behaving in a sexually recep-
tive manner. The addition of language changes it from a passive relation-

4- Such a
masculinisaton of
the spectator/
consumer is, of
course, ultimately
inadequate. Here
it is used
deliberately to
address the film's
analysis of men's
pleasure in
pornography. A
fuller account of
the subject would
require the
examination of
women's
spectatorship and
use of sexually
arousing
representations.
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30 — — — — ^ — sj1jp of V O y e u r i s m a nd implicates the participant in a more active way.
5- Ruby Rich, 'Ami- j ^ e customer chooses to pay for the pleasure of looking and talking (and

Hard'worltT^rL probably masturbating), rather than watching a film, a striptease or
Village Voice,]u\y even, for example, engaging a prostitute and adding the experience of
20,1982, p 16. physical contact. Each of these choices is for a distinct type of porno-

~-~~~~~~~~~~~ graphic experience.
One of the main inadequacies of Not A Love Story's approach to its

subject is that it confuses all such pornographies into one. Yet various
pornographies operate differently, cater to different audiences and elicit
different sexual responses. The relationship to sex acts on celluloid is
very different to that of the physical proximity of a peep show. Degrees
of passivity/activity and of distance are involved, of reality and illusion.
Not A Love Story fails to point out these important differences.

If the film fails to distinguish among pornographies, it also fails to
negotiate an unimplicated point of view from which to show us the
pornographic extracts. The examples given above and other live show
extracts are at times shot from the point of view of the live audience and
then from that of the performer. But, in the long sequence of the
shuttered peep show, for example, the camera is behind the back of the
male customer/viewer, so that we are peeping over the shoulder of the

• person watching. We are even given a privileged point of view of the
woman 'by zooming in for a close-up... thereby presenting us with an
intimate view not even available to the real-life customer'.5 In the case of
the first image described (the videotape), the camera shoots through the
open door of the small viewing room and we are given a tiny fragment of
what one imagines is a ten minute tape, without knowing where we are
in its running time, whether it simply consists of repeated sex acts, or
whether the violence is located within some sort of narrative. The diffi-
culty such material presents to film-makers may account for their reti-
cence to engage in the subject up to now. Nevertheless, the choices

• elected in Not A Love Story seem ill-considered, to say the least. The use

of freeze frame, slow motion or even that of a second camera might have
disturbed our viewing relationship to its images. Anne-Claire Poirier's
technique in the NFB's fiction film Scream from Silence (1979), in which
she acknowledged the problem and showed herself and her editor at the
editing table discussing the possible responses to fictional sequences of
rape, might have provided another tactic. Instead, the audience of Nor A
Love Story is often placed not even in the position of an ordinary porn
consumer, but in that of privilege, with the 'spicey bits' picked out for
us, or in the position of voyeurs to the voyeur.

This unintended voyeurism is doubly ironic in a feminist film, especi-
ally one in whose particular documentary approach and narrative con-
struction imposes an unequivocal interpretation of its subject. At the
outset our two guides provide widely differing perspectives on the
subject. The film-maker clearly states her intentions: 'On the streets
around me women's bodies are offered for fantasy, everywhere illusions
are for sale. I need to understand what happens behind these closed
doors and how it affects my own life.' For her part, Linda Lee Tracey is
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comfortable with her job as a stripper, arguing that her performances ,31

'parody what I'm supposed to be'. Yet she goes along for the ride, for
reasons which are never made clear. However, after the film's intensely
emotional interviews and its descent into the hard-core life, Tracey's
position changes, and the two perspectives converge.

Linda Lee Tracey's striptease: a 'parody' of'what I'm supposed to be'.

V

As Ruby Rich has pointed out in her review of the film6, Not A Love
Story possesses all the religious connotations of a biblical parable. The
missionary (Klein) weaves her way throught the sinners (the anonymous
punters), the purveyors of sin( publishers, photographers, capitalists),
those who are tempted to sin for economic gain (performers and models),
and the virtuous who campaign against sin (Griffin, Morgan, the demon-
strators). To complete the allegory, the sinner (Tracey) sees the error of
her ways, converts, and quits the business. Despite the smattering of
statistics, the two polarities of empathy and outrage move the film out of
the realm of analysis and philosophy and into the discourse of religious
homily, in which the forces of good and evil wage war.

The way the film is shot confirms and defines this point of view. The
sex magazine publisher is filmed in the kitsch surroundings of a sleazy
nightclub, while by contrast the feminists Morgan and Griffin are •
framed respectively in the cosy surroundings of home and grassy nature. .
The camera constantly returns to the film-maker, so that her reaction
shots-smiling approval or grimacing disapproval-impose an intrusive
interpretation on the audience. We are forced into an us and them djcho- ,
tomy which militates against any opening up of the subject and which — — — — — — .
manipulates us into a process of moral identification. The possibility «• ibid.
that 'us' may at times include 'them' is never even considered. _ ^ _ _ — — |
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Converging perspectives: Tracey (left) and film-maker Klein.

II. Some Assumptions About Pornography

Not A Love Story shares with much of the feminist discourse on
pornography a social psychology which makes a set of questionable
assumptions about the male viewer, i.e. tha t -
1. His fantasy is one and the same as the pornographic fantasy.
2. Pornographic images directly influence behaviour: sexuality flows
continuously from fantasy to enactment.
3. There is one undifferentiated male viewer: all men react the same
way, and all identify with the male point of view.
I don't wish to disprove these but merely to show that they are contest-
able assumptions. They all beg the key question: who is the male viewer?

The feminist discourse on pornography which asserts that it directly
influences male behaviour blurs the distinction between representation
and the real. Film pornography is neither real nor a perception of the
real. Instead it is a representation of fantasy in images. The question
then to be asked is not its relationship to sexual practice, but to sexual
fantasy. The male viewer's fantasies are likely to be abstract, vague, ill-
defined and buried in the subconscious. Does the pornographer have it
in his power to step into this hazy domain and colonise it? Does he
become a 'terrorist of the imagination, a sexual guerilla'7 as Angela
Carter suggests, constructing the sexual day dreams of viewers with
simple, immediate and figurative images? This power to colonise is what
the anti-pornographic argument assumes. Yet might it not also be true

• that sexual fantasy is personal and to some degree resistant or at least sel-
7- Angela Carter, The ective when faced with colonisation? Alternatively, one could ask, on the

Sadaan Woman, premise that fantasy is a part of all our lives, whether those who seek out
London, Virago, , . , _ . . , . c

1979, p 21. pornography are in some way deficient in producing fantasies.
^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ As with any film genre, the western or the musical for example, the
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pornographic film has a limited scenario and thematic. In order to retain 33
an audience which will return again and again, the industry must con-
tinually ring the changes on the genre and compete successfully with
mainstream films that are cutting into their markets by including more
explicit sex scenes. Faced with these pressures, pornography must inno-
vate constantly in order to hold and create different specialised
audiences. These audiences are distinct. All pornographic film, contrary
to the impression given in Not A Love Story, does not centre on sado-
masochism, although this is certainly a widely available sub-genre.
While it may be true that an iconography of whips, chains and leather
has become more dominant in recent years, it has never completely dis-
placed boas, furs and fishnet. If violent scenarios or images have prolifer-
ated, this may have more to do with keeping ahead of mainstream films,
and with winning new specialised audiences, than with representing and
reflecting a general degradation of sexual mores. Demand in this busi-
ness does not necessarily create supply, but neither does supply create
demand.

The pornographer does not necessarily give the viewer what he wants:
hence the ceaseless proliferation of pornographies and the competitive
search by the consumer for images which approximate to his private fan-
tasy and stimulate it. The customer may find what he wants, but he may
not. The question remains: how much does the viewer therefore own
and retain his fantasies when confronted by these images? How much do
they correspond to his own or differ from them? Do they confirm,
change, question or bleach out his own private dream-world? To assume
his fantasies are completely colonised is to assume that all Spectators, not
just porn viewers, are wholly susceptible to any representation.

Much feminist writing on pornography implies a hierarchy of sexual
experience based on moral judgements of what constitutes acceptable
activity. This hierarchy assumes that the common denominator of all
sexual experience must be an activity between two adults. (Not a Love
Story even assumes this activity to be heterosexual, excluding as it does
all mention of homosexuality and gay porn.) This hierarchy privileges
activity over passivity, 'real' sexual relations over voyeuristic ones.
Furthermore, the argument that pornographic fantasy is transmitted
into behaviour assumes that people's sexuality is continuous, with fan-
tasy always influencing behaviour. Yet it is possible that the porno-
graphic experience is an authentic, autonomous sexual activity for some
people; that it is unrelated to their other sexual activities, or even that it
is their sole sexual activity. This possibility becomes plausible if we look
at three characteristics of the pornographic film: (a) the role of money
exchange, (b) the nature of the voyeuristic relation to the image, and (c)
the role of symbolism and objectification in pornographic film.

The exchange of money is never absent in the pornographic
experience. Every film, tape or magazine has to be bought and paidTor;
in the shuttered peep show payment intrudes once a minute. This
exchange could be a crucial one in defining and enclosing the porno-
graphic experience, in sealing it off from other sexual activities which do
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34
See 'Special
Report:
Cableporn',
American Film vol
7, no 5, March
1982.

not involve money exchange. Payment also makes possible a symbolic,
fantasised transgression of society's consensus about the morally
acceptable and normal. As a consumer, the film-goer finds security in
temporary ownership of an image he can never actually possess. Without
doing anything but paying, he has crossed the demarcation line separ-
ating his own life from the imaginary one of the the broken taboo. Surely
this payment to enjoy an imaginary transgression is integral to the porno-
graphic experience.

One development which may change this experience is the recent
proliferation of home video and 'cable-porn' in the United States (a
factor which neither Not A Love Story nor the Williams Report chose to
apprehend).8 This type of domestic viewing displaces direct payment at
the moment of consumption and possibly the sense of transgression
which that transaction underlines. Furthermore, conventional home
viewing patterns offer the prospect of men and women watching porno-
graphy together, rather than the paradigmatic isolated man. Nor need
domestic pornography be sealed off from other sexual activities, in the
way that the solitary trip to the cinema now is. Consequently, the boun-
dary between pornographic experience and other sexual experience -
now fixed by exchange, by privacy -will perhaps shift again. Finally, the
effect of a 'flow' of available televisual material may undercut the unique
status of pornographic video in a way which may be analogous to the
entry of films like Dressed to Kill (unmarked as 'porn') into mainstream
cinemas. The signalling of film type, the place where it is seen and its
general ambiance are important determinants to the ways in which such
representations are read. V

In buying his ticket to watch a pornographic film, the customer
chooses a sexual experience which places him in an anonymous, separate
and passive relationship to the sexual activity performed for him.
Beyond looking, this experience demands no physical activity whatso-
ever from the viewer. However many times the woman on the screen
invites the viewer to enter her, he cannot. She is untouchable and
unobtainable and there perhaps lies the source of pleasure. It is different
and separate from an active sexual experience.

The problem with much feminist discourse on pornography is its
underlying tendency to deny the different practices which compose our
sexualities, one of them of them being voyeurism. If voyeurism satisfies
our curiosity about the 'private' sexuality of others, the viewer is either
apprehending it and enjoying it precisely because it is unreal (the next
best thing to watching his real neighbours), or is actually confusing the
representation of fantasy with reality. The latter case is untenable, in
part because pornography's cinematic simplicity works against this con-
fusion of representation with the real.

One of the factors that could define the pornographic film and the
voyeuristic experience it engenders as a separate and autonomous sexual
activity is the way such films are made and their characteristic sym-
bolism and objectification. The assumption that the viewer is so influ-
enced by watching a pornographic film that he acts upon these influ-
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ences in his active sex life, depends upon another assumption that the 35
films are capable of creating such an illusion of reality that the viewer is
carried along into this imaginary world and an identificatory process.

However, many videotapes and short films available have no story
whatsoever. Some are continuous loops, others are mere repetitions of
sex acts. Even the feature length hard-core film is marked by its obvious
use of sexual archetypes-super stud, nymphomaniac, etc.-(ie. recog-
nisably distinct from the real) and repetition. Unlike the more cine-
matically sophisticated commercial narrative film, the pornographic
feature usually has the slimmest of storylines (e.g. woman goes to
psychiatrist worried by her sexual dreams-leading to numerous flash-
backs) which merely provide the pretext for infinite numbers and varia-
tions of sex acts to be shown. The minimal plot is acted out by characters
who have only one dimension - their sexual one - and are given the mini-
mum of dialogue. They are made very cheaply, quickly and shoddily and
the limited use of sets, decors and locations provide little or no social
context to either recognise or identify with. At this point the anti-
pornography lobby would say yes, such films reduce people to mere
objects! But precisely this impoverishment of plot, narrative, character
or social context may leave the viewer outside the film's activities, with
little to identify with apart from the questionable locus of gender. Rather
than sameness (a reflection of real sexual practices), it could be the other-
ness (so different from the real) which gives pleasure. Is it possible that
the viewer's separateness from such different and formalised representa-
tions of sexual relations affords pleasure precisely because it bears no real
relation to his own behaviour? y

In common with Not A Love Story, many analyses of pornography
assume that the male viewer always identifies with the male in the film
and that all male viewers have exactly the same viewing experience. It is
true that what little cinematic artifice does go into pornographic film is
to be found in partisan male camera viewpoints and in the direct to
camera female look. This could be described as an attempt to construct
the audience as one and as male. However, the assumption that this
actually works is to deny the potential viewings informed by subjectivity
and sexual ambiguity.

While the male viewer may want to lose himself in front of the images
of an illusory symbolic world, uncluttered by the hassles of everyday
sexuality, he brings his sexuality with him into the cinema. His own
sexual make-up, his history, his experiences, his frustrations, his own
peculiar desires and fantasies intrude upon what he sees. He inserts
himself into and completes the images in a personal way perhaps very
different to those of the man next to him in the dark. Rather than one
reading, the audience of any given porn movie may produce multiple
readings of what is, after all, the fantasy offered by still another-the film
text. These could range from acceptance to rejection, disappointment or
excitement, self-confirmation or self-criticism.

Within these multiple readings is the possibility that the individual
male spectator takes the part not of the male, but of the female. Contrary
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36 to the assumption that the male uses pornography to confirm and cele-
brate his gender's sexual activity and dominance, is the possibility of his
pleasure in identifying with a 'feminine' passivity or subordination.
Whose part does he take when, as often occurs in such representations,
the woman is the sexually active, dominant or aggressive partner? Does
the passive role offer fantasy relief from the strains of phallic per-
formance?

Another experience which problematises theories of pornography
based on similarity and identification is the interest and attraction of
otherness, rather than sameness: the middle-aged man watching younger
men, the sexually inactive watching the active, the individual watching
the archetypal. It may be that his gaze falls, not on the female genitals
(which he may be accustomed to seeing elsewhere) but on the male, and
that the chief part of his pleasure, which he may disown subsequently, is
homoerotic rather than heterosexual. This ambiguity pornography
permits.

In its assertions about pornography, Not A Love Story represses not
only discussion of this specialised class of representation (if indeed it is),
but of representation itself. What are the connections between represen-
tations of sexuality and sexual activity, between fantasy and enactment?
The ways meanings are produced and consumed-and their relation to
other aspects of sexed and sexual behaviour-demand an analysis which
cannot be conducted within a moral parable of the lost sheep reclaimed
from the Big Bad Wolf.
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The Eleventh Hour

8 November
So That You Can Live Cinema Action 1981
15 November
Caution: Images at Work
Launch and Last Shift Amber Films, Industrial Britain Grierson/Flaherty,
Industrial Britain Roger Buck.

22 November
Telling Tales Richard Woolley
29 November
Song of the Shirt Sue Clayton and Jonathan Curling 1979
6 December
Heroines
Miss Grant Goes to the Door Brian Desmond Hearst 1940, Amy! Peter
Wollen and Laura Mulvey 1980, Sigmund Freud's Dora: A Case of Mistaken
Identity The Jay Street Collective 1980.

13 December
Travellers Jo Comerford 1981
20 December

Came the Year of the Body Guard Noel Burch 1982
An Epic Poem Lezli-An Barrett 1982

What do you do at Eleven O'Clock on a Monday night?

Eleventh Hour Productions present thirteen films from all over Britain never
shown on British television before, made by socialists and feminists,
individuals and film collectives. The Eleventh Hour is a seven-week series
showcasing the work of independent film-makers, along with interviews,
presentations and comment.

Tune into Channel 4 at 11 o'clock on Monday 8th November.

An Eleventh Hour production
New Cinema Workshop, Nottingham

for Channel 4
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